
Chord Vocabulary - 3                                                  For audio/video examples of this lesson, go to www.PaluzziGuitar.com

The Power Chord

Power Chord Exercise

The open power chord shape (right) is less-

challenging to play, requiring only the first

finger to lean across two strings.  Strum only

three strings for each chord shape, with the

open string bass note (fifth or sixth string)

being the essential note to sound for each

chord.   For the open ‘A’ power chord

shape, try using the thumb of the fretting

hand to mute the sixth ‘bottom’ string.
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For some beginners, having to lean the third

finger across two strings in order to play a

power chord may simply be too much of a

challenge.  There are other alternative power

chord shapes which are less-challenging to

play.  Instead of leaning the third finger, the

third and fourth fingers can be used, or just

two strings can be played. (Both examples

are shown right.)
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The ultimate tool for any punk or hard rock guitarist is the power chord.  A power chord has a nondescript,

‘heavy’ sound and is notated with its bass note followed by a ‘5'.  An ‘A’ power chord, for example, would

be notated as ‘A5'. 

Moveable Power Chord Shapes                         Sixth-String Bass Note    Fifth-String Bass Note 

Start by playing a three-string power chord arpeggio along the fifth fret (‘A5'), then slide the entire chord

shape up one fret at a time and repeat the three-string arpeggio up to the ninth fret.  The objective will be

to get all three strings in each arpeggio to ring clearly. 

Open Power Chord Shapes       Sixth-String Bass Note      Fifth-String Bass Note 

Alternate Power Chord Shapes                         Sixth-String Bass Note       Sixth-String Bass Note 

A m oveable power chord shape can be

played with either a sixth or fifth-string

bass note (both shown right).  Most

guitarists play moveable power chords

with the third finger leaning across two

strings while the first finger frets the bass

note.  This chord shape may initially be

challenging to play, requiring a two fret

stretch between the first and third fingers.

With twelve different notes on each string, there are 24 total power chords that can be played with just

two moveable power chord shapes (fifth and sixth string bass notes).    
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24 Total Power Chords
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